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Poems from The Aphasia Cafe

Joe

My niece, boy, she
does not put up with sass.
She makes my bad arm reach,
makes me tell stories, repeat
“no ifs, ands, or buts.”
When what comes out is mmm
ffmmm. Shit!
she doesn’t take it wrong.

Rehab’s good; the VA’s
never let me down.
This arm curls up my chest.
This leg won’t bend.
These fingers won’t unbend
like they’ve got my hat, and
I’m standing for the anthem
or Pete Rose is at the plate.

I made sergeant in Korea
then came Panama, the booze
my fist, my ugly mouth
got me busted back to private.
I wasn’t any prince, but peace
was hard.

Things I need to say
stick here— this goddamn tongue
is one gigantic tip. Shit.
A bird just sits there
like he’s scared of air.
Some words don’t even make it
to the tip, lost down some tree
that lightning struck.
Doc Fogelsong,
he won’t give up.
But I know when a bird
won’t fly again.

Last summer my coyote trap
snapped a barn owl’s wing.
All goddamn summer
catching mice for him (turns out
he likes the beef from Safeway
just as good).

He settled in that charred sequoia tree.
Even with a cane, it’s easy to get to.
He never is afraid.
He knows it’s me.

Dr Fogsong’s Grand Rounds

I.

I gave Grand Rounds today at four,
had every hand high in the air
guessing at my beautiful rare
case. I really should give Grand Rounds more.
No one got it, naturally, my zebra
in a cart-horse herd. The patient died
but what an interesting case! Of course, I tried
everything I knew. I knew the edema
in his lungs was from a rare cerebral cause.
(At three, I knew pi to twenty decimal places).

I’ve lost so many patients—
saved a few. Strange, how after the applause,
even with such room-confounding
talent, sometimes one feels like drowning—

II.

The curtains flap as the hot
wind picks up.
I need the air, even if the moths attack
the lamp. Journals tremor in a stack;
the pages curl, the cat’s
hair sticks up
discharging free electrons everywhere.

Knowing physics makes the static jolt
of her feel safer than a kilovolt
of ignorance. Still, tonight I’d swear
that earthquake weather’s blowing
from the West.
I know so much. I wish I had some faith

Moths crowd the light. Their shadows strafe
the graphs of data curling on my desk,
the small print that might guide me in this case;
so I return, before I lose my place.
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III.

When I was dying
I told the truth
and it was breath–no!–song!
The dropped beats flying
all around me, reveling
Evading capture, my staff
lines left the staff;
even the 24/7 was singing
all its hours. Why
not sooner? said the man
in blue pajamas
with his street clothes on the bed.

He shook my hand goodbye.
I was that close, he said.

IV.

A stiff container for the brain: the skull.
Once the little soft spot shuts, the volume
sets, lets in just so much stuff. Cerebrum,
cerebellum, brainstem— wits, sharp or dull—

it holds what it can hold. This kind
of shiny ball we tossed across our fence
(my neighbor, Mr. Physics; I, the neurologist);
contriving many a brilliant new design
to improve on the other’s obvious flaws. Sunday
my neighbor lost his son. What good
were pressure-volume curves we understood
so well— the bike wheels spun;

a boy’s head broke against a stone.
What good is any of it now, against a stone.

V.

Evoker of the ghosts behind the curtain,
your riddles shape my iambs, anapests.
I bring you my unknowing. We do the best
we can; but then the sickle swings,
the scissors snip the ends from means.

This vet beneath my stethoscope: his brain
is a grenade. Now finishing his hitches,
he’ll come home like a warhead,
air-strike his wife, land-mine his bed.
We so rarely get to save the lives we save.

Stitches out, what’s left talks back in riddles:War
for peace? I’ve comforted that wife, or tried.
But when the War comes home again,
who will save her life—

Bernoulli, Bernoulli

Around this time I start to wonder
about the compass
and if the little magnets in bird’s beaks
do something, somehow

to the Earth’s magnetic field?
And if the customizable large
beak magnets they sell on eBay
are making people more disoriented
clumsier, this seeming to be
on the rise, signs of it everywhere?
For instance, my husband
is starting to drop things

and with replacements hard to find
the gaps are filling up the dish rack
the way things that aren’t there
start outnumbering things that are

which is around the time
my son starts saying
Dad is walking funny
like his map is upside down

and I don’t answer
And my husband starts saying
Food smells like an infection
and I say, Exactly

*

So why, anyway, is curved
supposed to be the best shape
for an airplane wing?

It’s a Bernoulli thing, except
the math is hard because of
“viscous losses” and other
advanced topics they say
people should ignore

But my husband is a worrier

*

I hold the sticks
of different shapes
out the window

He measures lift and drag
which he says
are parallel to camber

or maybe perpendicular
but anyway
he’s not convinced that wings

are the right shape
for wings, and when he worries
I worry

Nothing in nature is violated, but
we worry

*

I do not often give as good as I get
Do you?
So there’s that
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But still it is a beautiful thing
to come, once for need, and then again
for tenderness

The husband is that beautiful

*

Because if Bernoulli is right
how can a plane fly upside down?
When the wing on the bottom part’s
flat? Around when he starts to drop
things, this makes my husband cry

It’s Flat. Flat!
Flat! Flat! Flat!

Around when he starts to drop things
his vowels go shrill like that

There’s nothing on the MRI
“But sometimes there just isn’t,”
Dr. Fogelsong opines.
“Sometimes it’s just invisible—”

And I say, Yes, okay, yes,
but, remember back in May
when his voices said buy Millicom?

And how great that worked out?
So see? But they do not,
the –ists in the clinic, see.

They’re distressed when we head home
because my now blind husband
believes his wife is going blind

and so should be around familiar things

*

Perfect as the magnet
in a rock dove’s beak,
the compass in the eye,
the husband says.
The map in the nose,
the wife replies.

*

We live now in a place so close
we can touch the sides
and feel the curtain folds

You might expect
a pressing panic, some awful
shortening of breath

but Bernoulli was right
We glide, as though along some
honeyed edge

and take long breaths
and now that the fence is fixed
go about the high grass in the yard

*

Around half past, our son will
download “Song of Wandering
Aengus” for his college English class

and the moth in the living room
will sever a loose thread
My husband will say

that the grass when it dapples
is brighter than the silver fruit or gold
that nothing we have got has got away
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